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Abstract
This deliverable reports the work done until M18 on Task 4.2 and 4.3, about the integration of
the AGILE platform with cloud services.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Meaning

AGILE

Adaptive Gateways for dIverse muLtiple Environments

API

Application Programming Interface

CB

Context Broker

GE

Generic Enabler

GW

Gateway

IDM

IDentity Management

IoT

Internet of Things

M2M

Machine to machine

MQTT

Message Queue Telemetry Transport

NGSI

Next Generation Services Interface

RDF

Resource Description Framework

UI

User Interface

WAR

Web application Archive
Table 1: Acronyms table
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1 Introduction
AGILE implements a modular gateway for the communication and management of IoT devices.
The AGILE platform is a modular hardware and software gateway for the Internet of Things:
among other aspects, it supports protocol interoperability, device and data management and
IoT apps execution.
AGILE provides the essential connectors (libraries and APIs support) for allowing AGILE users to
extend the capabilities of the gateway by managing data and deploying apps in existing private
and public cloud services. The main goal of having cloud integration is to enable the cloud
resource utilization: storing sensor device data and sharing them with trusted entities,
deployment of AGILE apps in a scalable manner, and consuming cloud (computational and
other) services.
The tasks carried out in WP4 until M18 have been:





Task 4.1 - Collection of Cloud APIs, endpoints and Cloud enablers [M07-M12]. This task
was in charge of identifying the APIs and enablers for the public and private clouds to
be supported within the first releases of AGILE.
Task 4.2 - Integration of public cloud infrastructures [M13-M20]. This task provides the
integration of public clouds into the AGILE software platform.
Task 4.3 - Integration of private cloud infrastructures [M13-M20]. This task provides
the integration of private clouds into the AGILE software platform.

As part of the activities of WP4, two deliverables have to be released by M18:



D4.1- Public cloud integration & horizontal interoperability
D4.2 – Private cloud integration & horizontal interoperability.

At the end of task T4.1, it was clear that the classification into public and private clouds, as
detailed in the DoW for T4.2 and T4.3, did not reflect exactly the work to be done in the WP,
and that the services were better classified into IoT services and General-purpose services:


IoT services are those who are specifically intended for IoT usage. They usually store
streams of sensor data and provide rules to react on input data. Examples of IoT
services are Xively, ThingSpeak, Fitbit…
o Special cases of these services are services associated to (usually closed)
devices that directly push sensed data to cloud, for which the gateway cannot
query the device directly, and can only interact with the device through its
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cloud component. Most of the health services supported in AGILE belong to
this kind: Fitbit, Google Fit, Misfit…
General-purpose services are those services not intended for IoT usage, but have been
selected as useful for the AGILE Gateway. Here, we distinguish between Storage
services – for file storage and sensor data storage - and PaaS services – for deployment
of AGILE applications-.

Additionally, several activities performed in WP4 were actually common to both tasks (e.g.
security). Therefore, and in order to avoid confusion to the readers, the two documents have
been merged into one unique deliverable.

One of the objectives of AGILE is to provide a graphical interface that allows users to create,
deploy and execute application logic. Node-RED has been selected as a workflow editor for
fulfilling this task. Throughout this document the terms Node-RED workflows and AGILE
workflows/applications will be used interchangeably.

The document comprises the following sections:







Section 2 describes the use cases identified for cloud interoperability, together with
some examples of use from the pilots.
Section 3 describes the components involved in WP4. The PaaS deployment and cloud
recommendation capabilities are described in this section.
Section 4 describes how IDM component supports WP4 to achieve its objectives.
Section 5 lists the supported IoT services, describing the outcomes and issues in
supporting them.
Section 6 lists the supported Storage services, describing the outcomes and issues in
supporting them.
Section 7 concludes the document summarizing the work done up to M18 and
describing the next steps in the development.
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2 Use cases
The deliverable D3.1 [1] introduced the generic use cases of AGILE in relation to cloud services.
In this section we will expand on those use cases, providing some examples of use.
In the Smart-Retail pilot [4], each gateway is connected to several beacons. Each gateway can
perform some processing. Since the gateway has limited performance, and there may be
several gateways (even several supermarkets), it is interesting to process the collected data
with a Big Data solution in the cloud.
Then, besides the own application the gateway runs, there may be e.g. a Node-RED workflow
that receives sensor data (from the sensor directly, or from the Local Storage component), and
sends the data through MQTT to that Big Data process in the cloud.
The processing in the cloud, if not too complex, could even be a Node-RED workflow. This way,
we could implement and test the workflow locally, and when ready, make a deployment of this
workflow, from the same Developer UI, in a Node-RED running in the cloud.
It could be also possible an additional data sending to the cloud (for example, sending data of
the interior of the stores in order to make a later calculation of attendance). This sending could
e.g. be performed every 10 minutes to an OwnCloud or Dropbox service.
To summarize, the objectives followed in these use cases are:




Performance: complex data processing is needed.
Availability: Data or processing need to be available 24x7.
Scalability: Many users need to access the data.
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2.1 A user exports data
ID

UC1

Title
and Export sensor data to cloud
description
Through the AGILE Data Management UI, the user can select the data from
the internal repository (i.e. select the sensing device and the timeframe of
stored data) and select one of the supported external storage Cloud services
(e.g., Dropbox, Google Drive, etc.). Authenticate through the service (if not
already authenticated through a WebID that can be also used for the storage
service) and push the data through the click of a button.
Actors

AGILE user

Use
case Storing sensor data into a Storage service.
objective
Preconditions

The AGILE user is logged in.

Process dialog

The user interaction is:
1. The user navigates to Data Management UI / Export to cloud
2. User fills form fields:
a. Storage service
b. Device
c. Component
d. From (date)
e. To (date)
f. Remote filename
3. If selected service needs authentication, authenticate using IDM
4. Data is exported

Variations
Postconditions

The file is stored in the storage service.
Table 2: Use Case 1
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2.2 An application exports/imports data
ID

UC2a

Title
and Application exports data to cloud
description
An AGILE application running in the gateway wants to store data into cloud.
Cloud connectors should be provided inside Node-RED to push data to an
IoT service or a Storage service.
This use case is mandatory for Storage services and for IoT services that are
not related to closed-devices.
Actors
Use
objective

AGILE user
case Exporting data to an IoT service or Storage service.

Preconditions

The AGILE user is logged in.

Process dialog

The user interaction is:
1. The user navigates to Developer UI
2. The user drops a cloud node in the workflow
1. The node is configured to connect to a server
3. When application is running, the incoming data to the node is
pushed to the cloud service

Variations

The data to push differs depending on the targeted service.
- IoT services. Sensor data from the AGILE platform is stored in the
service.
- Storage service. A file in the gateway’s filesystem is stored; this file
has to be previously filled with content, for example, with sensor
data.

Postconditions




The device data is pushed to a service channel , or
The file is stored in the storage service.
Table 3: Use Case 2a
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UC2b

Title
and Application imports data from cloud
description
An AGILE application running in the gateway wants to load data from cloud.
Cloud connectors should be provided inside Node-RED to pull data from an
IoT service or a Storage service.
This use case is mandatory for IoT services related to closed-devices.
Actors
Use
objective

AGILE user
case Importing data from an IoT service or Storage service.

Preconditions

The AGILE user is logged in.

Process dialog

The user interaction is:
1. The user navigates to Developer UI
2. The user drops a cloud node in the workflow
1. The node is configured to connect to a server
3. When application is running, data is pulled from the cloud service

Variations

The data to pull differs depending on the targeted service.
- IoT services. Sensor data from the cloud service is available in the
workflow.
- Storage service. A file is downloaded from the storage service.

Postconditions





The file is retrieved from the storage service, or
The device data is pulled from a service channel.
Table 4: Use Case 2b
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2.3 An AGILE application is deployed to a PaaS
ID

UC3a

Title and description Deploy Node-RED to a PaaS
The runtime for AGILE applications is deployed to a PaaS provider.
Actors

AGILE user

Use case objective

Deploying a Node-RED runtime to a PaaS provider.

Preconditions

The AGILE user is logged in.

Process dialog

1. The user navigates to Cloud / Deploy Node-RED
2. The user selects one of the supported PaaS providers
3. The user introduces the PaaS credentials (if not previously
stored by the Gateway)
4. Node-RED is deployed; URL is provided to the user

Variations
Postconditions

Node-RED is deployed and is accessible by user
Table 5: Use Case 3a
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UC3b

Title and description Push an AGILE application to a remote Node-RED
If the flow consists of local IoT network dependencies (e.g., data
coming from nearby IoT devices) then the AGILE Cloud App
deployment module automatically creates the appropriate endpoints
for pushing the data to the Cloud API. This can be done through the
automatic generation of a new workflow on behalf of the user (i.e.,
this new WF on the gateway will forward the live data from the
sensors to the workflow that will be deployed in the cloud). Then the
flow is deployed along with to the PaaS. The user is presented with an
interface for managing the remote application deployment and
execution.
Actors

AGILE user

Use case objective

Pushing a workflow running locally in an AGILE gateway to a remote
Node-RED.

Preconditions

The AGILE user is logged in.
An AGILE application is running in the gateway.

Process dialog

1.
2.
3.
4.

The user navigates to Cloud / Deploy Workflow
The user enters the address of a remote Node-RED
The user introduces credentials, if needed
The workflow is deployed




Workflow is pushed to remote Node-RED
Local workflow is modified to send data coming from devices
to remote workflow.

Variations
Postconditions

Table 6: Use Case 3b
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2.4 Cloud recommendation

ID

UC4

Title and description Get PaaS recommendation
The user gets recommendations about PaaS providers where the user
can make a workflow run, taking into account, for example, the kinds
of nodes of the workflow, or requirements input by the user.
Actors

AGILE user

Use case objective

Recommending PaaS providers depending on characteristics of
workflow or user requirements.

Preconditions

AGILE user is logged in.
A workflow is created in Developer UI.

Process dialog

Variations

1. The user navigates to Developer UI / Get cloud
recommendation
2. The user is presented with a list of recommended PaaS
providers.
A variation of this use case is intended for general-purpose application,
and partly modifies main dialog:
1. The user navigates to Developer UI / Get cloud
recommendation
2. The user can choose between getting workflow
recommendation or general-purpose recommendation. The
user chooses the latter one.
3. The user selects requirements from a list of filter terms.
4. The user is presented with a list of recommended PaaS
providers.
A second variation, for the main dialog is:
3. Workflow is deployed in PaaS provider (if deployment
supported for selected provider).

Postconditions
Table 7: Use Case 4
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3 Components
The Development View [40] of the AGILE GW Architecture, whose diagram can be seen in
Figure 1, describes how the software of AGILE is decomposed from a development perspective
into software components that will be developed and/or integrated into the AGILE software
solution. The AGILE components involved in WP4 are:







Data Management UI. Provides an interface to retrieve or represent the stored data,
and to manage what data will be stored. It will also allow the users to push sensor data
to the cloud.
Developer UI. Provides a Node-RED instance for visual programming of IoT workflows.
PaaS Deployer. Provides application deployment capability to the AGILE platform.
Cloud Recommender. It will recommend clouds where to deploy AGILE applications to
AGILE users.
IDM. The Identity Management component supports user authentication and the
definition of entities and attributes in order to allow the definition of access policies
for said entities.

Figure 1: AGILE Gateway architecture

These components have been implemented or modified as a result of the activities in WP4,
and will be described in the following subsections. IDM details are in section 4.
The AGILE project has tried to reuse existing components for our objectives, instead of
reinventing the wheel. For this reason, WP4 have also integrated the following components:
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AGILE Kura. It allows the user to develop telemetry application capable to collect data
from industrial protocols and publish it to different cloud platform available on the
market. It is described in section 5.4
Shimmer. It allows access to popular health data platforms. It is described in section
5.5.

3.1 Data Management UI
The Data Management UI represents a user friendly way to manage the data incoming from
the connected devices and components, and it is in charge of handling UC1.
This component should allow the user to do the following things:






set up policies enabling the storage of data coming from a particular device /
component to the local database;
view and remove the aforementioned policies;
configure the retention of the local storage database;
upload the locally stored data to a number of cloud storage services;
visualize the locally stored data.

This component is currently under active development; therefore some of the processes
described in the following sections are subject to change.
The Data Management UI makes use of the AGILE Data [38] service for the local storage and
retrieval of data. AGILE Data is a service responsible for managing the Local Storage and
exposes a HTTP API that can be used to manage the local storage policies.
The user interface for setting up local storage settings, as of writing this document, can be
seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3. They show the UI before and after adding a new local storage
policy respectively. The user can specify the device id, component id, and the frequency with
which the new database entries will be made.
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Figure 2: Adding a local storage policy

Figure 3: Local storage policy added
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Two collapsible sections contain the options for setting up local storage policies, and cloud
storage uploads respectively. In the immediate future an extra section needs to be introduced
to handle data visualisation. The decision has been made not to build the Data Management UI
as a new, independent component, but to rather extend the existing device manager UI to
include the extra functionality. This approach has been deemed to be more idiomatic, and
more user friendly.
At the time of writing this deliverable document, the following elements have been
implemented:





the interface presented in the images above;
a large part of the functionality related to the local storage, namely:
o creating policies;
o viewing existing policies;
o removing policies.
partial functionality related to the cloud upload, namely:
o retrieving the data from the local storage in accordance with the time period
selected by the user.

3.1.1 Technical Information
The source code currently resides on the “data-management-ui” branch of the AGILE UI
repository [39]. Once the development is finalized, the changes will be merged into the master
branch. Due to the fact that the Data Management UI is integrated in the device manager, no
extra steps are needed to install or start the component.

3.1.2 Next steps
At the time of writing this document, the following elements still need to be implemented or
finalized:






The visualization of the locally stored data.
Uploading the data to the specified cloud storage provider. As of now, the data can be
correctly retrieved from local storage in accordance with the time period specified by
the user, but the provider specific upload functionality is not yet integrated.
More precise period selection. As of now the user is provided with a date picker, for
some use cases this will not be precise enough. A date-time picker is preferred.
More eloquent error reporting to the user.
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3.2 Developer UI
The Developer UI, initially described in D3.2 [2], provides a Node-RED instance for visual
programming of IoT workflows. Use cases UC2a and UC2b are handled by means of the
implementation of Node-RED nodes.
We consider two different kinds of services:
-

-

IoT services. They are specifically intended for IoT usage, and usually store streams of
sensor data. We divide them, at the same time, into two kinds:
o General purpose. We prioritized pushing data to the service.
o Closed devices (usually health or activity devices). We prioritized pulling data
from the service.
Storage. Services that provide regular file storage (e.g. Dropbox). We prioritized
pushing data to the service.

A common issue related to cloud services is the management of credentials and API keys used
to connect to them. We handle this issue through the use of the IDM component.
Sections 4, 5 and 6 expand about the implemented Node-RED nodes, explaining the faced
issues and how they were resolved.
All Node-RED nodes that will be described in following sections are summarized in a template
table, as shown in Table 8.
Name

Name of node

Description

Brief description of provided functionality

Repository URL

Git repository

Manual

Link to AGILE wiki with additional documentation on how to use the
node

Type

Identifies if the node is:




Implemented: The node has been implemented in AGILE from
scratch
Existent: An existent node already provides what we need in the
context of AGILE, and we are reusing it.
Adapted: The node exists but had to adapted, in order to
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provide the needed functionality.
Table 8: Node-RED node template

3.2.1 Technical information
The Developer UI is already integrated in the AGILE platform. Its source code can be found at:
https://github.com/Agile-IoT/agile-nodered

3.3 PaaS Deployer
The PaaS Deployer is a service that provides an abstraction layer to PaaS providers in order to
perform basic operations for the management of applications. The PaaS Deployer project
comprises:




a library that provides a uniform API for managing applications in PaaS providers;
a REST server on top of the library, allowing the use of the library as a standalone
application;
a Java client to connect to the REST server.

In particular, the PaaS Deployer will be the software that allows the deployment into PaaS
providers of the runtime framework for the AGILE workflows (see UC3a in section 2.3).
PaaS providers can be classified into:






Artefact based. These PaaS providers deploy artefacts. For example: WARs for Java
Web App applications, or a ZIP file with the source of a PHP application. Pivotal
CloudFoundry[35] and other CloudFoundry-based providers are examples of this kind
of PaaS.
Repository based. The provider offers a source code repository, usually git. Each
commit to this repository triggers a build and deployment of the source code. For
example: OpenShift[36] and Heroku[37].
Container based. With the advent of Docker, PaaS providers are shifting to also
support containers in their offering. CloudFoundry (since it switched to Diego
architecture) and OpenShift Origin (or OpenShift 3) allow the deployment of Docker
containers.

The PaaS Deployer handles these in a different way:
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for artefact-based providers, the artefact is uploaded to the server;
for repository-based providers, the source code is provided (i) with the URL of an
accessible repository, or (ii) uploading a zip file with the code, which will be unzipped,
and pushed to the PaaS repository.

Currently, the PaaS Deployer supports the deployment of artefacts on CloudFoundry v2, and
the deployment through source code on OpenShift 2 and Heroku.
As mentioned before, the main focus of the PaaS Deployer in the AGILE project is the
deployment of the runtime for AGILE workflows, namely the Node-RED application. This has
been tested in the following PaaS:




CloudFoundry. It has been tested successfully in a private CloudFoundry installation in
Atos’ infrastructures.
Heroku. It has been tested successfully.
OpenShift v2. It worked until Node-RED bumped Node.JS version from 0.10 to 4.0,
runtime not supported by OpenShift. Although OpenShift v2 can still be used for the
deployment of other types of applications, the focus for future work is on OpenShift
v3.

Besides Node-RED workflows, for which the Developer UI will provide a UI for their
deployment, the PaaS Deployer may also be used to deploy other applications using the REST
API or Java client. This way, pilots can use it to deploy their cloud applications on a PaaS
provider.

3.3.1 PaaS Deployer Architecture
The basic architecture of a server running the PaaS Deployer is shown in Figure 4, where a
micro-service offers a REST API that uses several drivers, each of them connecting to the
supported PaaS providers.
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Figure 4: PaaS Deployer architecture

3.3.2 Technical information
The PaaS Deployer offers its functionality as a micro-service in the AGILE gateway. The Docker
image can be downloaded from Docker Hub [6].
At the time of writing, to start the PaaS Deployer service on the AGILE gateway, the command
below should be executed:
> docker run -p 8002:8002 agileiot/agile-paas-deployer-armv7l
Soon the PaaS Deployer will also be integrated in the AGILE software stack. The PaaS Deployer
source code is hosted on the AGILE GitHub repository:
https://github.com/Agile-IoT/agile-paas-library

3.3.3 Next steps
Integration in AGILE stack. The PaaS Deployer micro-service will be integrated and managed
together with the whole AGILE software stack.
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Integration in Developer UI. The Developer UI will provide an option to deploy Node-RED on
one of the supported PaaS providers. The deployment form needs to ask the required PaaS
provider and the user’s credentials for that PaaS provider.
Additional PaaS providers. There is work in progress in supporting the following providers:



Azure. The PaaS offering from Azure is called Azure App Service. It is a repositorybased offering.
OpenShift v3. This container-based PaaS is a very interesting addition to the PaaS
Deployer. It will not only handle Node-RED deployments, but it will also allow pilots to
deploy their applications, using modern technologies, like Docker and Kubernetes.

Moving a workflow to the cloud. The PaaS Deployer will provide a service to move a workflow
to the cloud, in the terms exposed in use case UC3b. Moving a workflow to the cloud poses
several challenges. The most important one is knowing what nodes of the workflow can be
moved or not. While this decision could be hidden from the user, we have decided to simplify
the process by making the allocation of nodes explicit as follows: the AGILE user must
implement the workflows in several tabs (or Flows), connected with link-in and link-out nodes.
Figure 5 shows a flow (Flow 1) that receives sensor data, performs a light processing, and
sends sensor data to the second flow (Flow 2), shown in Figure 6. This second flow performs a
heavy processing with the received data and pushes the data to a cloud service. This way, the
needed operations to move the workflow to the cloud are basically:



Replace link-out nodes in Flow 1 with nodes that send an HTTP or MQTT request to the
Node-RED instance on the cloud.
Move Flow 2 to the Node-RED instance on the cloud, replacing the link-in nodes with
nodes that receive an HTTP or MQTT request.
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Figure 5: Local part of workflow

Figure 6: Cloud part of the workflow

3.4 Cloud Recommender
The Cloud Recommender service is responsible for finding appropriate PaaS cloud services
based on the gateway profile. The Cloud recommender service provides a Restful API to AGILE
gateway services.
Gateway information is taken from the gateway by recommender service as an input. From the
input data (gateway profile), used terms for cloud recommender are:
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location: EU, SA, AS , NA ,OC (more than one option is possible);
pricing preferences: monthly , fixed , annually , free , hybrid (more than one option is
possible);
required software on the cloud: jenkins , mongodb , mysql , postgresql or any other
required service (more than one option is possible).

The description and characteristics of available PaaS providers are obtained from
www.paasfinder.org.
The Cloud Recommender service is using two recommendation technologies: Content Based
Filtering and Collaborative Filtering.
Content-based filtering [7] recommends items based on a comparison between the content of
the items and a user profile. The content of each item is represented as a set of descriptors or
terms, typically the words that occur in a document. The user profile is represented with the
same terms and built up by analysing the content of items which have been seen by the user.
Collaborative filtering [8], also referred to as social filtering, filters information by using the
recommendations of other people. It is based on the idea that people who agreed in their
evaluation of certain items in the past are likely to agree again in the future. A person who
wants to see a movie for example, might ask for recommendations from friends. The
recommendations of some friends who have similar interests are trusted more than
recommendations from others. This information is used in the decision on which movie to see.
These technologies can be generally memory and CPU consuming. Besides, in collaborative
filtering, a central database is required. Therefore, we run our recommender backend as a
cloud service (currently deployed on a server at TUGraz). The recommenderandconfigurator
micro-service runs on the AGILE gateway but needs to connect to this server to be able to get
recommendations (note that the configurator part of the service, which is not used in the WP4
context, can work completely offline without interacting with a cloud backend).
Content Based Filtering uses the gateway profile information, which comprises location, price
preferences and required services. This gateway profile information is taken from the gateway
profile information file of the recommenderandconfigurator service. After taking the profile
information, recommender checks the available cloud services and recommends the best
fitting ones in the beginning of the output list where up to 10 recommendation results can be
found.
Collaborative Filtering uses similarities in gateway profiles. This means that other similar
gateway users’ cloud preferences are recommended by the service.
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3.4.1 Cloud Recommender Architecture
The local part of the Cloud Recommender runs on the AGILE Gateway inside the
recommenderandconfigurator service. It needs internet connection to connect the
Recommender backend application, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Recommender architecture

3.4.2 Technical information
Cloud
Recommender
is
integrated
in
the
AGILE
Docker
micro-service
“recommenderandconfigurator”, which can be downloaded from DockerHub [9] as shown in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Cloud Recommender on Dockerhub

To start the recommenderandconfigurator service on the AGILE gateway, the command below
should be executed:
> docker run –it –p 8090:8090 agileiot/recommenderandconfigurator:v1.0
This command is executed automatically by KURA, when user enables this service. User can
also configure the service settings using KURA user interface. The service is also integrated in
the latest AGILE software stack, and starts automatically.
The Cloud Recommender is part of the Recommender service, and its source code is hosted on
the AGILE GitHub repository:



Recommender and Configurator Service: https://github.com/Agile-IoT/Configurator
Recommender Backend Application: https://github.com/Agile-IoT/Recommender

The API documentation of the recommenderandconfigurator service is available online at:
http://54.186.105.109:8080/doc/
There is a testing instance of the Recommender service at:
http://54.186.105.109:8080/Recommender/.
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3.4.3 Example
An example usage of the cloud recommender API of recommenderandconfigurator service is
shown in Table 9.

INPUT
(HTTP GET
REQUEST)

localhost:8090/recommenderdockerservice/getCloudRecommendation

OUTPUT

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
{
"cloudList": [
{
"title": "Cloud",
"link": "hebele4",
"accesstype": "",
"locations": "",
"middlewares": "",
"frameworks": "",
"runtimes": "",
"services": "",
"pricing": ""
},
{
"title": "Heroku ",
"link": "https://www.heroku.com/ ",
"accesstype": "public , private ",
"locations": "EU , NA ",
"middlewares": "m ",
"frameworks": "django , flask , grails , play , rails ",
"runtimes": "clojue , go , groovyjava , node , php , python , ruby , scala ",
"services": "postgresql , redis , TODO_ADD_MORE ",
"pricing": "metered , monthly , free "
},
{
"title": "OpenShift Online ",
"link": "https://www.openshift.com/features/index.html ",
"accesstype": "public , private ",
"locations": "EU , NA ",
"middlewares": "jboss , tomcat , zend server ",
"frameworks": "django , drupal , flask , rails , switchyard , vert.x ",
"runtimes": "java , node , perl , php , python , ruby ",
"services": "jenkins , mongodb , mysql , openshift metrics , postgresql ",
"pricing": "monthly , fixed , annually , free , hybrid "
},
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{
"title": "Bluemix ",
"link": "https://console.ng.bluemix.net/ ",
"accesstype": "public , private ",
"locations": "EU , NA , OC ",
"middlewares": "m ",
"frameworks": "rails , sinatra ",
"runtimes": "go , java , node , php , python , ruby ",
"services": "advancedd mobile access , alchemyapi , api management ,
application security manager , appscan dynamis analyzer , appscan mobile analyzer ,
TODO_ADD_MORE ",
"pricing": "metered , monthly "
},
{
"title": "Microsoft Azure ",
"link": "https://azure.microsoft.com/tr-tr/ ",
"accesstype": "public ",
"locations": "AS , EU , NA , OC , SA ",
"middlewares": "tomcat ",
"frameworks": "cakephp , django ",
"runtimes": "dotnet , java , node , php , python , ruby ",
"services": "TODO_ADD_MORE ",
"pricing": "metered , monthly "
},
{
"title": "Atos Cloud Foundry ",
"link": "https://canopy-cloud.com/application-platforms/atos-cloud-foundry ",
"accesstype": "public , private ",
"locations": "AS , EU , NA , OC , SA ",
"middlewares": "jboss , tomcat , tomee ",
"frameworks": "django , grails , hhvm , play , rack , rails , sinatra , spring ",
"runtimes": "clojure , dotnet , go , groovy , java , node , php , python , ruby , scala ,
swift ",
"services": "neo4j , abacus , cassandra , couchdb , dingo-postgresql , elasticsearch ,
kafka , memcached , mongodb , mysql , postgresql , rabbitmq , redis , riakcs ,
TODO_ADD_MORE ",
"pricing": "metered , monthly , fixed "
}
]
}
Table 9: Cloud Recommender example
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3.4.4 Next steps
UI Integration of the Cloud Recommender. The user interface services of AGILE gateway can
use this service as shown in Figure 9, where cloud recommendations are shown to developers
on a new tab of the Node-Red UI.
Including more criterias. Current version is based on 4 features: (i) location, (ii) pricing
preferences, (iii) required software on the cloud, and (iv) other similar gateways. We can add
more features to find a more accurate PaaS for the user. Possible new features (features
should also be available on the gateway) will be discussed during the technical meetings with
partners.

Figure 9: Example of integration of Cloud Recommender in Node-RED
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4 Security
4.1 Introduction
Regardless of whether integration occurs with private or public clouds, there is always the
need to authenticate with external platforms. Therefore, AGILE Identity Management [3]
offers two main ways to integrate with external clouds, namely through adding Identity
Providers to the AGILE login process or by storing credentials of different Identity Providers in
AGILE IDM. Now, we will discuss the general aspects of AGILE IDM supporting the cloud
integration, applicable to the Cloud integration.

Identity Providers in AGILE IDM
Generally speaking, IDM offers a flexible way to include Identity Providers through the addition
of Passport strategies. As part of the initial implementation, AGILE Identity Management had
authentication through a local username and password database (agile-local), WebID, Linux
Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM), Google and GitHub. Notwithstanding, Dropbox
integration is now also available to support the objectives of WP4; specifically, when it comes
to exporting data to Dropbox storage services.
Adding Identity Providers to AGILE’s login is beneficial for several use cases; for instance, this
integration allows external applications integrating with clouds to obtain credentials from
different providers by integrating with only one identity management, i.e. AGILE IDM. Also,
when tokens do not expire (GitHub or Dropbox) this integration provides a solution that can be
executed without user interaction indefinitely.
However, in some other cases, this integration may not be feasible when other requirements
arise. For example, depending on the Identity Provider, the tokens obtained by AGILE IDM may
expire regularly, making this kind of integration unsuitable for long term processes acting on
behalf of a user, yet without being able to trigger interaction from the user’s side, e.g. as it
commonly happens when Identity Providers emit on static API tokens.
Also, given that the principal authenticated by AGILE’s login is a user, the external cloud needs
to require the same credentials, i.e. for a user, in order to execute a particular action. This may
be the case for some cloud interactions, such as uploading files to Dropbox or using Google’s
services. Nonetheless, some other clouds require tokens that represent devices and are not
suitable to be used during the login step on the gateway, e.g. Xively uses an API KEY that is
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associated to a device instead of a user. To tackle these scenarios, we have proposed a
mechanism to handle credential management within AGILE IDM.

Credential Management
Whenever the cloud integration needs to run in the background and therefore cannot rely on a
user session with the cloud, or when the cloud authenticates principals different than users
(e.g. devices), Identity Management can store credentials and handle default policies for
access control. To this end, an extension of AGILE IDM has been performed to enable AGILE
IDM to handle nested attributes, i.e. objects. As a result, now it is possible for a user or a
device (or any other AGILE IDM entity) to have an attribute, i.e. credentials, with the following
structure:
“credentials”: {
“xively”:”Xyxz128dmebbsRIMb2dD”,
“WebId_cert”: ”aGVsbG8gdGhp…eysZQ0K=”
}

Enabling nested attributes required the adoption of a more advanced version of the policy
evaluation framework, to support the evaluation of policies also within objects. Furthermore,
AGILE IDM had to be extended to support the update of credentials inside nested attributes,
e.g. credentials.xively, in the previous example.

4.2 Node-RED Connectors
To integrate with the developer’s interface, i.e. Node-RED, we have also developed two NodeRED nodes to support the cloud integration.

IDM-Token node

Name

idm-token

Description

This node obtains the token representing the
user on behalf an action is being executed.
Tokens can be obtained from different
sources; for example, the user UI (OS.js)
session, or they can also be obtained from an
HTTP header, in case the Node-RED flow was
triggered through an HTTP flow.
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Repository URL

https://github.com/Agile-IoT/node-redcontrib-security-nodes/tree/master/idmtoken

Manual

http://agileiot.eu/wiki/index.php?title=Security_nodes

Type

Implemented

The idm-token node enables users to obtain the user token and user information for the user
that is currently logged in. Alternatively, this node can also obtain a token from the HTTP
request headers following the OAuth2 bearer specification. This proves useful, when
developers do not want to use their credentials, but the credentials provided by an application
calling the Node-RED flow, to interact with clouds or the AGILE API.

IDM-Attribute Node

Name

idm-attribute

Description

This node obtains particular attributes, e.g.
credentials, for an entity registered with
AGILE IDM. This allows developers to retrieve
credentials from entities that are represented
by them in external clouds.

Repository URL

https://github.com/Agile-IoT/node-redcontrib-security-nodes/tree/master/idmattribute

Manual

http://agileiot.eu/wiki/index.php?title=Security_nodes

Type

Implemented
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The idm-attribute node lets developers query particular attributes from a Node-RED flow. This
lets users query credentials from AGILE IDM, by instructing the node to fetch the attribute
“credentials.xively” for example.

4.3 Examples
We have documented two examples in the project’s wiki [10]. The first example is focused on
showing how the idm-token node works; further, the second example combines the idm-token
with the idm-attribute to obtain the role of the user who is currently logged in and print it in a
Node-RED flow.

GitHub Authentication Example
As shown in Figure 10, we have written an example using the idm-token to obtain a GitHub
token and subsequently perform a simple API call to GitHub to obtain the user’s repositories
[11]. This is a guide to perform similar steps with Google APIs (such as Drive, Calendar, etc.) or
other storage clouds.

Figure 10: GitHub get user’s repositories with idm-token

The second example uses idm-token and idm-attribute nodes to obtain the attribute “role” of
the user who is currently logged in [12]. Throughout different Cloud integrations, similar
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mechanisms will be used, but instead of getting the “role” attribute, flows deploying to
different clouds using IDM as credential storage would query the attribute “credentials”.

Figure 11: Getting user’s role from AGILE IDM with idm-token and idm-entity

4.4 Next Steps
In the future, security nodes will be extended in order to support more configuration
possibilities. For example, the attribute node will not only obtain arguments from the message,
but it will also be configurable through the graphical interface before deployment.
More to the point, additional examples may be created if required as part of the node’s
documentation. Also, if needed, mechanisms to refresh or obtain tokens for particular
providers will be explored.
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5 IoT services
This section reports the work on IoT services. IoT services are those who are specifically
targeted for IoT usage, which usually store streams of sensor data and provide rules to react
on input data. Examples of IoT services are Xively, ThingSpeak, Fitbit, AWS IoT…
The support for IoT services has been planned for the Developer UI, mainly through the
implementation of Node-RED nodes that connect to cloud services (see section 2.2).
Node-RED nodes are intended to perform a single task. As such, AGILE provides, as part of
WP3, nodes to query devices, introducing data from the sensors into the workflow. The cloud
nodes to implement in WP4 must take this sensor data and push it to the cloud.
A first issue found when trying to support IoT services is the difference of semantics between
the AGILE schema for sensor data and the schema used on that specific IoT service. In
particular, the schema used in AGILE for a single sensor datum is called a RecordObject [13],
and is defined the following way:
A RecordObject contains the measurement from a sensor and
the metadata regarding its source:


String DeviceId. The Agile Id that generated the value.



String ComponentId: The component Id or sensor from
where the value comes from. Example: temperature.



String Value. The value, stored as string.



String Unit. The measurement unit for the value.



String Format. A format description to read the data
value.



Number LastUpdate. A UNIX timestamp representing
the last update of a record

Each of the following sections contains a brief explanation about the differences of both
domains, and how to translate from one to another.
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As mentioned in section 3, additional existent components have been integrated to increase
the number of supported clouds:



AGILE Kura provides support for Kapua, AWS IoT and Azure IoT. See section 5.4.
Shimmer provides support for a number of health services, including Misfit, Google Fit
and Fitbit. See section 5.5.

Also, existent Node-RED nodes has been explored and reused when it was found that fitted.
Since a reused node will not comply with the AGILE schema, an additional node needs to be
implemented, which translates from the AGILE schema to the schema needed by the node.

Finally, there were efforts on studying how to develop a uniform way to access IoT services.
The conclusion was that these services had remarkable differences between them, in terms of
functionality and data. Therefore, all the nodes in this section are actually different in
behaviour and interface.

The list of supported IoT services is:








FIWARE
Xively
ThingSpeak
Kapua
AWS IoT
Azure IoT
Services supported by Shimmer: Google Fit, Fitbit, Misfit…

5.1 FIWARE
5.1.1 Introduction
FIWARE is a middleware platform, driven by the European Union, for the development and
global deployment of applications for Future Internet. FIWARE offers APIs that are public and
royalty-free, driven by the development of an open source reference implementation, which
accelerates the availability of commercial products and services based on FIWARE
technologies.
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Moreover, FIWARE provides APIs and components for IoT solutions. In FIWARE IoT, all Things
or IoT resources are exposed to FIWARE App developers as NGSI Context Entities. Therefore
developers will not have to deal at all with today's complexity and high fragmentation of IoT
technologies and deployment scenarios. On the contrary, App developers will just need to
learn and use the same NGSI Context Broker API used in FIWARE to represent all Context
information.
To feed data from IoT gateways into the NGSI Context Broker, two main integration scenarios
are envisioned in FIWARE [14]:
1. Common Simple scenario. This scenario is an integration of IoT devices via the IDAS
Backend Device Manager into the Orion Context Broker so that FIWARE App
developers can interact with them. This use-case scenario is currently working and
available to FIWARE users at the FIWARE Lab. IDAS handles Transport protocol and
Data interchange format conversion.
2. NGSI Native scenario enabling devices composition. In this scenario, either IoT end
nodes or intermediate Gateways implement directly the NGSI protocol.
The Common Simple Scenario fits well in the AGILE approach, where the AGILE gateway talks
to an IDAS Manager in a more IoT-oriented protocol. Therefore, we will consider the Common
Simple Scenario, although in practice, it is not important the scenario as long as the
communication from the AGILE gateway to FIWARE components is through the IDAS manager.
The mandatory Generic Enablers (GE) in the Common Simple Scenario are:




Orion Context Broker GE. It will handle all Context Entities representing the IoT
devices. It is the natural interface for FIWARE App Developers for reading IoT sensing
information (Entity attributes) and, if implemented for the Device communication
protocol, also to trigger commands (Entity specific attributes).
IDAS Backend Device Management GE. It will translate the Device or Gateway specific
communication protocol into NGSI. It will always handle sensor notifications from the
device towards the Context Broker and for some specific protocols
actuation/command messages from the Context Broker to the device.

Figure 12 depicts this scenario.
The IDAS GE supports several IoT protocols with a modular architecture where modules are
the “IoT Agents”. Therefore, integrators need to determine first which protocol they will be
using to connect devices and select the right IoT Agent. At present, there are several IoT
Agents, supporting different IoT protocols. In AGILE, due to its simplicity, we have selected the
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UL2.0 IoT Agent, which supports the UltraLight2.0 protocol, an open specification for devices
semantics (capabilities, observations, commands). This IoT Agent handles devices using this
representation over HTTP or MQTT topics and over IPv4 or IPv6 connections.

Figure 12 : FIWARE Common Simple Scenario

The current specification of FIWARE-NGSI is v2 and can be found in [15]. The main elements of
the NGSI data model (see Figure 13) are context entities, attributes and metadata.

Figure 13 : NGSI data model elements

The IoT agent uses a different data model, used to provide a simpler communication protocol
with devices while performing the appropriate translation to NGSI model when forwarding the
data to the Context Broker. Prior to sending data to an IoT agent, a device (IDAS equivalence
for an NGSI entity) has to be registered. This registration declares the translation between
both domains [16].
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Finally, the steps to send data to a FIWARE IoT agent are explained in [17], which are in
summary:
1. create a service;
2. register an IoT device in the service;
3. send observations.

5.1.2 Node-RED connector
A Node-RED node has been implemented to connect AGILE with a FIWARE infrastructure.
Name

fiware-send-data

Description

This node pushes sensor data in AGILE
schema to a FIWARE UL2.0 IoT Agent.

Repository URL

https://github.com/Agile-IoT/node-redcontrib-agile-fiware

Manual

http://agileiot.eu/wiki/index.php?title=FIWARE

Type

Implemented

The Agile_Fiware node is intended to push a single attribute to a FIWARE UL2.0 IoT Agent.
Parameters:





IDAS server. It is the configuration node of a UL2.0 IoT Agent. This configuration node
has the following attributes (b, c and d are set when creating the service):
a. IoT Agent URL;
b. FIWARE Service: name of service;
c. FIWARE Service Path: path inside the service (e.g. /);
d. API Key: key to access the service.
DeviceID. It is the identifier of the registered device in the IDAS domain. This name is
set when registering the device.
Attribute. It is the attribute name of a registered device. This name is set when
registering the device.

The incoming message contains the datum to send in the payload field.
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To use the node, the service and IoT Device need to be created first (steps 1 and 2).

5.1.3 Example
An example of usage follows. We will simulate (using the Dummy Sensor) the upload of
temperature data from a temperature sensor to FIWARE.
A basic workflow has been used, as shown in Figure 14. It uses the security nodes to retrieve
the API key to connect to the IoT agent, instead of setting the key in the node parameters. The
fiware-send-data node at the end of the workflow pushes the data to the IoT agent.

Figure 14: Workflow using fiware-send-data node
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Once the workflow has been deployed, the data can be observed registering to the Orion
Context Broker, as shown in Figure 15. The workflow used to receive the data from Orion is
very simple, composed of stock nodes, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 15: Data retrieved from Orion Context Broker

Figure 16: Workflow to retrieve data from Orion
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To execute the above example, a FIWARE cloud backend with the required GE components is
also needed. While we could use the public GE instances supplied by FIWARE, a dockercompose file has been written [18] in order to get a running private FIWARE IoT instance,
which could be launched, for example, on a VM from the FIWARE public infrastructure. The
above example was run on a private instance set up this way.

5.1.4 Next steps
Automatic creation of UL2.0 model. It could be possible to simplify the preparation of the
FIWARE infrastructure by automatically creating the IDAS model (step 2). There are several
approaches, but the less error-prone one is adding a field in the fiware-node where to declare
the JSON schema of the device. This way – prior to sending the data the first time - it will be
checked if the device exists in the IDAS server, and registered if the device do not exist.

5.2 Xively
5.2.1 Introduction
Xively, by LogMeIn, is an IoT platform that allows accumulation, storage and visualization of
data from IoT devices. The devices communicate with the platform over REST API based on
HTTP. Xively supports the use of API keys, thus requiring only the storage of the keys to
communicate with Xively. Users can visualize the data on Xively itself and leverage the rule
engine offered to trigger actions on a wide range of web services including Dropbox, Twitter
and Google Drive based on certain specified events using the online automation tool, Zapier.
Xively describes an IoT solution as composed of the following entities (see Figure 17):






Products: A product is the highest level of abstraction for a set of devices. A product is
defined by a name, description and a feed template.
Devices: A device is an instance of a product with a unique serial number assigned by
the developer. A device communicates with Xively using a Feed ID and an API Key as
credentials.
DataPoint: It is a key-value pair of timestamp and data, representing information on a
specific attribute.
DataStreams: A communication channel comprising of a set of data-points to which
the devices can write or read multiple data points representing a specific attribute.
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Feeds: A collection of data streams for a device. Each device is associated with a single
feed identified by the FeedID.

Figure 17: Xively entities

The Xively platform is designed for users to develop an IoT solution in three steps. Firstly, a
prototype of a device can be created and tested with the platform by pushing data to the
platform. Following the prototyping stage, the user can develop a product which acts as a
blueprint for the devices of the type product. The product is registered with a name and
description. The user can then add serial numbers for devices of the product type to preregister the device. The device is activated when it first communicates with Xively with an
activation code, following which the device can push data to Xively.
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There are some differences between the AGILE schema and the Xively schema for data. The
data format for writing to a datastream requires a set of key-value pairs specifying the
timestamp in ISO 8601 format (UTC timezone) and the value of the attribute, for example,
temperature. Moreover, the version of Xively and the ID of the datastream are also required.
On the other hand, the AGILE data format consists of the value of the attribute and timestamp
corresponding to the value in Epoch format. These differences need to be taken into account
when sending data to Xively. The value received from the AGILE data is mapped directly, while
the timestamp is converted from Epoch format to ISO 8601 format. The datastream ID will be
acquired as an input from the user as described below.
The approach adopted for AGILE to send data to the Xively platform involves 3 methods.
1. Device creation by user:
a. user registers for a Xively account;
b. user creates a device;
c. data is pushed to Xively using the credentials for the devices input by user.
2. Automatic Device creation on default account:
a. a default user account is used with the shipped AGILE device;
b. a device is automatically created and registered;
c. the device is registered and the credentials are extracted to push data.
3. Automatic Device creation on user created account:
a. user registers for a Xively account and changes the default credentials;
b. a device is automatically created and registered;
c. the device is registered and the credentials are extracted to push data.
For users looking to try out the Xively platform and push values, the second approach is more
suitable. However, the default account is shipped with all AGILE devices and thus the data and
the devices are visible and accessible to all users. Thus, for storing data privately, the first
method and third methods are preferable.
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5.2.2 Node-RED connector
The Node-RED node included in AGILE to manage Xively is:

Name

xively-send-data

Description

This node pushes sensor data in AGILE
schema to the Xively platform. The node
automatically creates a device if some of the
parameters specified below are defined.

Repository URL

https://github.com/Agile-IoT/node-redcontrib-agile-xively

Manual

http://agileiot.eu/wiki/index.php?title=Xively

Type

Implemented

The required parameters depend on the method chosen to push data to the Xively platform:
Method 1. This method requires pre-creation of a device on an account and possessing the
API-Key and Feed ID corresponding to the device.
Parameters:



Xively-config:
o FeedID: a number representing the device feed;
o API Key: 48 character string.
Variable: ID of the datastream on the feed.

Upon receipt of a request, Xively checks if a datastream with the specified ID exists. If it
doesn’t exist, Xively automatically creates the datastream and the data is stored to the
corresponding datastream.
Method 2. This method is used to automatically register and activate the device on the default
account. This method requires the user to define the following parameters:


Variable: ID of the datastream on the feed;
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Serial: Serial number of the device to be registered and activated.

For each unique serial number specified by the user, the Xively Node-RED node sends a
request to the Xively server to register and activate the device. The device activation and
registration process requires a set of credentials, stored on the user entity in AGILE IDM. These
credentials are pre-defined for the default user and can be re-used to register and activate
new devices with unique serial numbers. If the user wants to register and activate devices
from a personal account different from the default account provided, the user can change the
following credentials. However, the change of these credentials is beyond the scope of this
node and is handled by a different user interface.




xivelymaster: The master key of the default account.
xivelyproduct: The ID of the product from which the device would be instantiated.
xivelysecret: The secret corresponding to the product.

Once a device is activated, the Xively server responds with the feed ID and API Key for the
device. These credentials are stored inside the credentials object on the user entity in AGILE
IDM.

5.2.3 Example
An example of usage follows. We will upload temperature data from the Sensor Tag sensor to
Xively. A basic workflow has been used, as shown in Figure 18. Once the workflow has been
deployed, the data can be observed in Xively, as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 18: Node-RED flow with Xively Node named PushData

Figure 19: The temperature data from an AGILE device
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5.2.4 Next steps
The next steps for the Xively IoT platform connector would be to: (i) create a read node as well
that can be used to fetch data from the IoT platform; and (ii) develop a Xively trigger node, to
add triggers based on the values of a specific datastream.

5.3 ThingSpeak
5.3.1 Introduction
ThingSpeak is an IoT analytics platform that allows the users to aggregate, visualize and
analyse live data streams in the cloud. The ThingSpeak IoT platform provides apps that let you
analyse and visualize your data in MATLAB, and then act on the data. Data on ThingSpeak is
divided in channels. A channel is an aggregation of up to 8 fields for storing sensor data, plus a
number of extra fields for metadata. ThingSpeak uses REST API calls to create and update
channel feeds. Each channel can be either public or private, and has associated API keys for
managing both the read and write access. An account API key is also present. It is used when
creating or deleting channels.

5.3.2 Node-RED connector
Name

thingspeak-upload

Description

Allows the user to both create a new
ThingSpeak channel, and post data to an
existing one.

Repository URL

https://github.com/clough42/node-redcontrib-thingspeak42

Manual

http://agileiot.eu/wiki/index.php?title=ThingSpeak

Type

Adapted

The node allows the user to both create a new ThingSpeak channel with the user defined
properties, and post data to an existing ThingSpeak channel. ThingSpeak limits the frequency
of updates to 15 seconds per channel. The frequency with which the node pushes data to
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ThingSpeak can be configured, but defaults to 15 seconds. In case multiple values for the same
field arrive in the aforementioned period, only the latest value is stored and pushed.
A ThingSpeak channel can have up to 8 fields, each dedicated to a separate sensor or sensor
component. The connector is capable of pushing updates to multiple fields at once. The
ThingSpeak node also allows the user to create a new ThingSpeak channel, given that the user
provides his account API key. Each field can be assigned a name, but the names only serve as
labels for the end users, they cannot be used in API calls.
The ThingSpeak connector can have multiple inputs, and therefore needs a way to map the
correct input to the correct field on the channel. In order to do this, the user needs to
configure the node first. A custom name / identifier can be set next to the desired fields’
number in the connector’s settings. Whenever the ThingSpeak node receives a new input, it
inspects its msg.topic field, if it can match it with any of the aforementioned configured topic
names / identifiers, it will store the data contained in the msg.payload field, and attempt to
push it to ThingSpeak. This process is well defined in the connector’s description section in
greater detail.

5.3.3 Example
There are two potential use cases here. The first one assumes the user pushes data to an
existing channel, and the second one assumes the user creates a new channel. The flows in
figures Figure 20 and Figure 21 describe the process of reading data live from a sensor, and
pushing it to ThingSpeak. In Figure 21 multiple fields on the channel are updated at once.

Figure 20: ThingSpeak example #1
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Figure 21: ThingSpeak example #2

A data transformation step is necessary to convert a RecordObject to valid input to the
ThingSpeak node, according to the structure described in the previous section. In order for the
node to successfully push data to ThingSpeak, the user needs to provision the node with the
channel API key.
The second use case of “Creating a new channel” is very similar to the first one, except that the
user needs to select the “New Channel” setting in the connector’s options. The user can then
set up the channel’s field names and channel metadata. A valid account API key is required.
Once the flow is deployed, the new channel will be created and all subsequent values received
by the node will be correctly pushed to ThingSpeak with the aforementioned 15 second
interval.

5.3.4 Next steps
The next steps for improving this node are:




Cosmetic improvements of the node.
Fetching the relevant API keys from the IDM instead of having the user enter them
manually.
Potential fixes and improvements based on future feedback.
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5.4 Kura Cloud
5.4.1 Introduction
The AGILE Kura component allows developing telemetry application capable to collect data
from industrial protocols and publish it to different cloud platform available on the market.
The developer can take advantage of this functionality in three ways:




implementing a Kura native application;
developing an application in the most suitable programming environment and using
the Kura Cloud connection REST API available in AGILE;
using dataflow programming.

The first development approach is currently available in the AGILE Kura component, while the
REST API solution is under development and will be available in the second part of the project.
The third development approach is based on dataflow programming and is available currently
through Kura Wires, an alternative to Node-RED, providing a visual way to implement simple
algorithms directly through the AGILE Kura gateway interface.
Using the Kura Cloud Service, it is possible to publish (or subscribe) to topics on three different
cloud platforms: Kapua [24], AWS IoT [25] and Azure IoT [26]. The flexibility of the Cloud
Service allows creating an application with multiple connections to the same cloud platform
and/or multiple connections to different cloud platforms at the same time. Multiple
applications can also share the same connection.
The three cloud clients mentioned above are based on the same Kura components: the
DataService, the MqttDataTransport and the CloudService. These components are detailed in
Appendix 1.

5.4.2 Kura WIRES component
Kura Wires will be introduced in the next WP3’s deliverable on M24 (D3.3 – Application
Interfaces (Gateway, Data Management & Developer’s interface) – final integration), but a
brief introduction is needed here in order to understand the following Kura Wires example.
Kura Wires incorporate in AGILE an industrial oriented solution for dataflow programming
based on the Kura ecosystem and providing a simple and reliable way to define and manage
workflows in a multiservice gateway. Indeed, compared to Node-RED, Kura Wires supports
communication with industrial devices and data processing from multiple sources. In this
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context, the nodes in the dataflow graph represent specific abstraction of the gateway and
connected devices, of cloud connections or of any specific unit of work.
This section focuses on Kura Wires cloud publisher component, the component that provides a
connection to different cloud platforms for data storage oriented to telemetry.
Each node in Kura Wires dataflow graph is stored as a WireComponent. Two different types of
Wire Components are defined: Wire Receiver, which only receives data, and Wire Emitter,
which only produces data.
Every Wire Component is responsible for either producing data for its downstream Wire
Components or consuming data from its upstream Wire Components. This data is
encapsulated in WireEvent entity object.
The CloudPublisher component is a specialized WireComponent conceived specifically to
publish data to a cloud platform. The main objective of Kura Wires is to easily manage data
from industrial devices; therefore, Kura Wires includes different types of Wire Components to
perform operations on the data: e.g. a DB Store has been introduced to store data to database
storage, whereas a DB Filter filters data from the stored records in a database using a database
query. Communication with a cloud platform requires a Cloud Publisher and/or a Cloud
Subscriber. Additionally, Timer Wire Component fires events on every configured time interval.
The corresponding entity objects of these Wire Components are listed in Table 10 and their
associations are shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: UML class diagram of Specialized Wire Components

Wires Specialized Component

Description

DbFilter

A WireComponent to filter data from
database

DbStore

A WireComponent to store data to database

CloudPublisher

A WireComponent to publish data to Cloud
Platform

CloudSubscriber

A WireComponent to subscribe to Cloud
Platform for data

Timer

A WireComponent that triggers event on
con- figured time interval
Table 10: Objects associated with different Specialized Wire Components
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5.4.3 Example
This section describes how to collect data from a Modbus [20] device and publish it on a cloud
platform using Kura Wires. The Modbus device is emulated using a software simulator and
Kapua Cloud Platform is selected for data storage.
The workflow is composed of the following Wires Components (see Figure 23):





timer
modbusslave
publisher
logger.

Figure 23: The Modbus application workflow

Once all the components have been added, correctly configured [28] and connected, the next
step is the execution: click on “Apply” and check on the logs and cloud platform that the data
is correctly published (see Figure 24 and Figure 25).
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Figure 24: The workflow starts executing

Figure 25: Data from the Modbus slave are collected and stored in Kapua
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5.4.4 Next steps
Development of REST API. The Kura functionality will be exposed to the rest of the AGILE
platform thanks to the implementation of the REST API. Meanwhile, the Kura functionality can
be obtained by the use of a Kura native application or the use of Kura Wires.
Development of Node-RED nodes. The cloud services supported by Kura will be available to
Node-RED workflows by implementing nodes that take advantage of the Kura REST API.

5.5 Health services
5.5.1 Introduction
Use cases that utilize health related data feature prominently in AGILE Gateway usage
scenarios. Data harvested from IoT devices and user generated “wellness” content is stored in
various public or private clouds in various formats and useful insights can be gained by
organizing the data according to the information the user is interested in and then processing
and presenting this information in meaningful ways to promote various healthy behaviours.
Health services in general deal with “health data” that can refer to different types of data
ranging [29] from specific medical data generated by professional medical practitioners to
“lifestyle” health parameters. Our main focus is on data collected by consumer-grade userowned IoT devices and user generated subjective data that the user has explicitly allowed
access. We use security features of the AGILE Software stack to allow secure access, processing
and presentation of the data.
Various types of medical terminology have been standardized, such as SNOMED –CT and
LOINC, which allow the classification of specific health concepts and the linking between them.
In order to facilitate the interoperability, various efforts have been made to standardize the
format of the health data (HL7, FHIR, Open mHealth). Unfortunately, many providers use
proprietary formats to exchange data.

Open mHealth
Open mHeath [30] is an attempt to standardize and structure health data to enable
interoperability. It uses JSON schemas aligned with clinical standards to describe health data.
Some relevant schemas include:



Physical Activity
Step Count
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Calories burnt
Blood Pressure
Body Weight
Heart Rate
Oxygen Saturation.

The Open mHealth platform has implemented an open-source library [31] that allows access to
popular health data platforms. These include the following:








Fitbit
Google Fit
Jawbone UP
Misfit
RunKeeper
Withings
iHealth.

The library has implemented the authentication process for each of the above cloud services
and accesses data that is then normalized according to Open mHealth JSON schemas. The
following data is available according to the cloud provider [32].
Cloud Service

Health Parameter

Open mHealth Schema

Fitbit

Activity

omh:physical-activity

Fitbit

Steps

omh:step-count

Fitbit

weight

omh:body-weight

Fitbit

body_mass_index

omh:body-mass-index

Fitbit

Sleep

omh:sleep-duration

googlefit

activity

omh:physical-activity

googlefit

body_height

omh:body-height

googlefit

body_weight

omh:body-weight

googlefit

heart_rate

omh:heart-rate

googlefit

step_count

omh:step-count
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googlefit

calories_burned

omh:calories-burned

jawbone

activity

omh:physical-activity

jawbone

weight

omh:body-weight

jawbone

body_mass_index

omh:body-mass-index

jawbone

Steps

omh:step-count

jawbone

Sleep

omh:sleep-duration

jawbone

heart_rate

omh:heart-rate

misfit

Activities

omh:physical-activity

misfit

Steps

omh:step-count

misfit

Sleep

omh:sleep-duration

runkeeper

Activity

omh:physical-activity

runkeeper

Calories

omh:calories-burned

withings

blood_pressure

omh:blood-pressure

withings

body_height

omh:body-height

withings

body_weight

omh:body-weight

withings

heart_rate

omh:heart-rate

withings

Steps

omh:step-count

withings

Calories

omh:calories-burned

withings

Sleep

omh:sleep-duration

ihealth

physical_activity

omh:physical-activity

ihealth

blood_glucose

omh:blood-glucose

ihealth

blood_pressure

omh:blood-pressure

ihealth

body_weight

omh:body-weight

ihealth

body_mass_index

omh:body-mass-index
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ihealth

heart_rate

omh:heart-rate

ihealth

step_count

omh:step-count

ihealth

sleep_duration

omh:sleep-duration

Table 11: Available health data

{
"shim": "googlefit",
"timeStamp": 1496838424,
"body": [
{
"header": {
"id": "fffa2b94-8324-4f9b-9583-cf4b3e4a1dd8",
"creation_date_time": "2017-06-07T12:27:04.195Z",
"acquisition_provenance": {
"source_name": "Google Fit API",
"modality": "self-reported",
"source_origin_id": "raw:com.google.step_count.delta:com.google.android.apps.fitness:user_input"
},
"schema_id": {
"namespace": "omh",
"name": "step-count",
"version": "1.0"
}
},
"body": {
"effective_time_frame": {
"time_interval": {
"start_date_time": "2017-05-23T14:00:00Z",
"end_date_time": "2017-05-23T14:10:00Z"
}
},
"step_count": 50
}
]
}

Figure 26: Example of step count data in Open mHealth schema

Architecture of Cloud Data Aggregator Service
The aggregator service is based on the Open mHealth Shimmer application, extended to
support data access to the other private clouds. The service has been modified to run in low
resource environments such as the Raspberry PI and has been implemented as a Docker
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Data
Normalization

container running on port 8083, being available as a discrete service inside the AGILE Software
stack. Currently, this service also needs a database service to store key information. The main
components of the service are the cloud data access libraries (known as shims), the resource
server and key management. The cloud access shims implement the access protocols to the
various cloud services. Extracted data is then normalized according to Open mHealth schemas
and provided to the resource server. According to the authentication mechanism, the key
management component interacts with external key storage services to provide the
corresponding key depending on the type of interaction required. During an authentication
flow the resource server provides a redirection URL to enable the user to give his credentials to
access his cloud based data. After a successful authentication, the resource server provides
endpoints to access the data.

Cloud Data Access
(Shims)

Key Management

Resource
Server

Console

Cloud Data Aggregator

Figure 27: Architecture of Cloud Data Aggregator
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Agile BLE Docker Container

BT Driver

Agile OSJS Container

Agile IDM Docker
Container

Database

Agile Device Manager Container

Real time data acquisition

Offline Activity

Biosignal Acquisition Application

GoogleFit

Withings

Fitbit

Others

Cloud Data Aggregator

Agile NodeRed Container

Protocol Manager

Biosignal
Data
Visualization

Http Manager

Oximeter Driver

Smart Watch Driver

BPM Driver

Weight Scales Driver

Cloud Data
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Figure 28: Interaction of cloud data aggregator with other components

Access to public clouds requires key management of each public cloud to allow access to the
corresponding APIs and user key management. This is handled by accessing the user
credentials object as provided by the AGILE IDM software component.

5.5.2 Node-RED connectors
In order to ease the use of the service, the AGILE NODE-Red interface has been extended with
new nodes that automate basic authentication and data access to the supported clouds.
Name

shimmer_authenticate

Description

Checks if user is authenticated with
supported cloud services through the Open
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mHealth shimmer service.
Repository URL

https://github.com/agile/node-red-contribagile-fit

Manual

http://agileiot.eu/wiki/index.php?title=Shimmer

Type

Implemented

Name

shimmer_getData

Description

Gets data from cloud services through the
Open mHealth shimmer service

Repository URL

https://github.com/agile/node-red-contribagile-fit

Manual

http://agileiot.eu/wiki/index.php?title=Shimmer

Type

Implemented

The shimmer service can provide data either in the raw format of the corresponding public
cloud service or in the Open mHeath data schema. This schema has been designed to describe
health data and efforts have been made to align with clinical health data and can handle
quantitative real-time data from sensors but also extracted qualitative metrics. The AGILE data
schema as provided by the AGILE Core service is targeted for streams of real time data
extracted from diverse domains so it can be used in the cases when the original data source
concerns sensors, for example, pulse oximeter readings. It needs to be adapted in cases where
data has been aggregated from different sensors or in the time domain, for example, a user’s
activity for a specific period of time.

5.5.3 Example
In the following example (see Figure 29), access to data from Google Fit is shown. It shows the
use of the nodes in a web service scenario implemented in Node-RED.
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Figure 29: Example Flow to access Google Fit Data

User authentication is achieved by using the shimmer_authenticate node, which will allow
redirection to the service login page. The shimmer_authenticate node is used in conjunction
with an http_in node (get /step_count), which is used to provide an HTTP endpoint in NodeRED. This way, the requesting client can be redirected to the third-party authentication
website in the case the user has not logged in to the third-party cloud provider. Currently, the
first time a user accesses the OAuth2 service, a redirection URL is provided by the cloud data
aggregator service so that a user can enter his credentials, as shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30: Google Fit Authentication Screens
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After authenticating with the service, data can be accessed with the shimmer_getData node,
which will return data normalized according to Open mHealth schemas.
Once the user logs in, each call to the web service (i.e. the HTTP endpoint in Node-RED
provided by the http_in node) will return user data. The output is shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Output of Shimmer example

5.5.4 Usage scenarios
Accessing cloud based health data from public clouds is an integral part of the Quantified Self
application [4]. Users will be able to access their health data generated by other devices they
own. Currently the cloud aggregation service is used by the Quantified Self application to
access data available in public clouds (see Figure 32).
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Figure 32: Quantified Self application

Another scenario concerns the user accessing cloud data through node-red flows. In this case
the user can implement his workflow using personal data stored in the cloud.

5.5.5 Next steps
AGILE IDM integration. Currently, the shimmer service has its own mechanism to store API
and user keys. The API keys needed for each cloud provider need to be configured through a
dedicated web console provided the service, which then handles internally the user key
storage. Work is in progress to integrate the OAuth2 authentication mechanism with the AGILE
IDM. This will also remove the need for the service to access a database to store key
information.
Handle aggregate data. Investigations are in progress in extending the AGILE data exchange
schema to describe aggregated data. Currently, the AGILE schema is used to describe real-time
streaming data but there is a need to describe aggregated data and time periods that the data
refers to.
Resource optimization. Even though changes have been made to reduce resource usage,
optimizations can be made to improve startup time and response time.
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6 Storage services
This section reports the work on Storage services, whose main functionality is storing arbitrary
files. Examples of Storage services are Dropbox and Google Drive.
The support for Storage services has been planned for the Developer UI, mainly through the
implementation of Node-RED nodes that connect to cloud services (see UC2a and UC2b in
section 2.2), and for the Management UI (see UC1 in section 2.1).
At the time of writing this deliverable, the Management UI functionality is not available.
Hence, the rest of content in this section is related to work performed on the Developer UI.
Node-RED nodes are intended to perform a single task. The main function of the implemented
cloud nodes is uploading content to a cloud. As such, the content can be determined by a file
in the filesystem or content inside the input to the node.
Unlike IoT services, and taking into account the similar behaviour of Storage services, we can
specify a single interface for the latter. This specification [33] defines the configuration
parameters for the nodes, the possible inputs, and the expected behaviour. An excerpt of the
specification follows:
Node-RED nodes
Existent nodes can be used. For these nodes, the ideal way to
configure the credentials is to pass them in the incoming
message. See below.
A non-existent node must comply with the following. The
configuration values and input MUST be clearly documented in
the node.
Configuration
These are the configuration values:
-

remotepath: path of file from root folder (e.g.
data/sensors/temperature.csv). Parent folders MUST
be created if do not exist.

-

localpath: path of file to
/tmp/data0001/temperature.csv)
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credentials (takes precedence over msg.credentials)

Input
The input message triggers the upload.
The IDMNode will inject the credentials in the message
(msg.credentials field), so the IDMNode will be placed in series.
The node MAY take into account the following values from the
input message in case the configuration values are not
provided:
-

msg.remotepath

-

msg.localpath

-

msg.payload. If set, the node can optionally use this
payload as content to upload, instead of the path
specified by localpath.

[…]

The list of supported services is:





Dropbox
Google Drive
OwnCloud
SOLID servers.

6.1 Dropbox
6.1.1 Introduction
Due to the wide adoption of Dropbox as a file hosting service, it was selected as a strong
candidate platform for management of data generated by the AGILE gateway and its
connected devices and sensors. We therefore decided to use the official Node-RED Dropbox
node as part of IBM’s Node-RED Web nodes code repository, as referenced in the connector
below. Through our custom flow implementation, we provide the ability to upload data and
information that is stored on the gateway. This enables realising use-cases where the output
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data can either be used by the same or other gateways, or by other applications external to
the AGILE ecosystem where required.
Integration with this external storage platform will facilitate usage within piloting activities
which will also act as a testbed.

6.1.2 Node-RED connector

Name

Node-RED Web Nodes (Dropbox)

Description

We are utilising the official Node-RED
Dropbox node as part of IBM’s Node-RED
Web nodes

Repository URL

https://github.com/node-red/node-red-webnodes/tree/master/dropbox

Manual

http://agileiot.eu/wiki/index.php?title=Dropbox

Type

Existent

The Dropbox Node-RED connector above abides by the Storage Node API specification outlined
above, and specifically for Dropbox, allows for uploading or downloading data from the
gateway.
The following requirements have been identified when implementing the connector in NodeRED as part of the AGILE stack:




Local (gateway-based) file paths need to be explicitly referenced in the node.
Node-RED needs to be running in Secure HTTP (HTTPS) mode for the Dropbox service
to accept API requests through the node (although localhost HTTP is allowed).
The Dropbox node needs full permissions to access the designated Dropbox account
(prefer this option to an “App folder” permission setup on initial authentication).
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6.1.3 Example
Particularly due to the way Dropbox handles API access, it is required that a Dropbox API App
be created before accessing a Dropbox account through the node. This can be done via the
following steps:
Create a Dropbox account and login
Access the Dropbox Developers homepage, and select “Create App” [34]:









select Dropbox API;
select “Full Dropbox”;
name the App accordingly (e.g. “AGILE_Gateway_X_Access”) – this needs to be
unique;
agree to the Terms and click “Create App”;
copy the App key and App secret provided on the next page;
you should set a Redirect URI per the AGILE Gateway’s external DNS, otherwise
Dropbox will present an authorisation code which needs to be copied – this will then
be exchanged for a reusable access token;
click “Generate” to generate an Access Token, which you should copy.
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Figure 33: Authorisation and call-backs for Dropbox (copyright: Dropbox, Inc.)

It is worth noting that multiple nodes can be configured at the moment using different
credentials, enabling more diverse use-cases. However, further introduction of centralised
security credentials (as explained in the section below) will use a single set of credentials; in
other words, a single Dropbox App will be used from a single AGILE gateway which is in-line
with the specification defined.
Once credentials, appKey, secret and access token are all configured, the user with access to
the Node-RED flows on the gateway should create a flow that passes a message with the
following format:
{
filename: 'myNewFile.txt',
payload: 'This is some content for the new file'
}

Alternatively, the following can be configured:
filename: this overwrites msg.filename.
local Filename: this overwrites msg.content and reads the content from the path
provided.
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This adheres to the defined API which was amended upon its initial specification to comply
with the official Node-RED file-node outputs.
A set of screenshots describing the above configuration, follows:

Figure 34: Adding the Dropbox Node-RED node in a flow
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Figure 35: Example of a complete flow in Node-RED

Figure 36: Configuring the node
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Figure 37: Supply of credentials to generate an access token which will be used by the node

Figure 38: Complete example configuration with Dropbox in Node-RED

Figure 39: Successful upload of a file to the Dropbox App space defined
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Note: Output experimentation is possible, by introducing a debug node to the output from the
Dropbox node.

6.1.4 Next steps
As described in the example, to aid early experimentation, integration with AGILE’s Identity
Management (IDM) is not currently implemented and authentication happens locally through
the node. We plan to integrate the node with AGILE’s IDM so that obtaining access credentials
for the external Dropbox account is enabled via API calls to the IDM service. This allows to
centrally manage credentials.
Tight integration with AGILE’s IDM also warrants forking the Dropbox part of the above NodeRED Web Nodes repository, in order to enable credential management by introducing this
component of the AGILE API.

6.2 Google Drive
6.2.1 Introduction
AGILE will provide a feature to upload sensor data to the google Drive storage service. The
data will first be saved to a file before uploading. Data can also be passed directly into the
node. The user can later view the sensor data on his Google Drive.

6.2.2 Node-RED connector

Name

Gdrive-upload

Description

Uploads incoming content in message or file
to Google Drive

Repository URL

https://github.com/Agile-IoT/node-redcontrib-agile-googledrive
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Manual

http://agileiot.eu/wiki/index.php?title=Google_Drive

Type

Implemented

The first version of the Node-RED connector is ready. It allows a user to authenticate to Google
to upload the files. A user can specify in which folder the new files should be uploaded. If the
input message contains a payload instead of a path configuration, the connector will upload
the payload to a new file on Google Drive. The user can view the state of the connector by the
accompanied status indicator. If something goes wrong or the input values of the connector
are not sufficient, debug information is logged.

6.2.3 Example

Figure 40: Workflow using Google Drive node

The input can be modified with the function node to test the AGILE Google Drive Export node.
If an existing localpath variable is injected, the file content of that file will be uploaded to
Google Drive.

Figure 41: Configuration of Google Drive node

The node configuration consists of a node name input field, a Google connection and a
possible Google Drive upload folder for the newly uploaded files.
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If the configuration is completed and the correct input parameters are added in the function
node, it is possible to upload files or payload content to Google Drive by clicking on the inject
node.

6.2.4 Next steps
At this time, the Google authentication is done in the node connector. In the next release, it
will be possible to use the AGILE IDM to provision the access token to authorize the API
requests.

6.3 OwnCloud
Name

Owncloud-upload

Description

Uploads incoming message or a file to an
OwnCloud server.

Repository URL

https://github.com/Agile-IoT/node-redcontrib-agile-owncloud

Manual

http://agileiot.eu/wiki/index.php?title=OwnCloud

Type

Implemented

At the time of writing this deliverable, the development of the OwnCloud node is still ongoing.
The OwnCloud connector will behave like the google Drive upload connector as much as
possible.

Figure 42: Configuration of OwnCloud node
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6.4 Solid servers
6.4.1 Introduction
SOLID represents a set of complementary standards and data formats/vocabularies that
together provide capabilities that are currently available only through centralized social media
services (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and many others), such as identity, authentication
and login, authorization and permission lists, messaging and notifications, and more.
The SOLID specification recommends that users run their personal SOLID compliant server in
order to make use of all the benefits the specifications provide. The SOLID compliant server
stores resources on the filesystem as regular files, and makes heavy use of RDF. A big part of
the resources stored on the SOLID compliant server will be serialized linked data.
In order to authorize and later authenticate users, a decentralized authentication protocol is
used. The protocol is named WebID-TLS, and relies on client certificate authentication. Since
both the client certificate and the associated private key are highly sensitive pieces of
information, they need to be stored in the IDM component.
The implemented Node-RED connector attempts to retrieve the aforementioned credentials
from the IDM in order to authenticate itself against the SOLID compliant server. The AGILE
gateway needs to, therefore, be provisioned with its own WebId, and registered as a delegate
of its owner WebId; these steps will be described later.

6.4.2 Node-RED connector
A Node-RED connector has been implemented to connect AGILE with a SOLID compliant
server.
Name

solid-upload

Description

Allows us to push sensor data to a file stored
on a SOLID compliant server. In case the
destination file does not exist, the endpoint is
created.

Repository URL

https://github.com/Agile-IoT/node-red-
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contrib-agile-solid
Manual

http://agileiot.eu/wiki/index.php?title=Solid_Servers

Type

Implemented

The user can set up the following fields in the connector:



Destination: The file where the sensor data should be stored. If it exists, data will be
appended; otherwise the file will be created.
On Behalf Of: The WebId of the owner (delegator).

When uploading data to a SOLID compliant server, the node makes use of WebId delegation to
authorize itself. Delegation allows the node to make requests on behalf of another agent. The
WebId of the agent we are delegating for can be configured. The Node-RED connector expects
a RecordObject [13] as input, therefore no extra data transformation needs to be done by the
user.

6.4.3 Example
The flows involving the connector are quite simple, and no extra data transformations are
needed: a RecordObject can be directly used as input to the node. Figure 43 displays an
example of pushing data from a sensor directly to a SOLID compliant server.

Figure 43: SOLID example

6.4.4 Next steps
The next step for this node is developing a user friendly way of provisioning the AGILE gateway
with a WebId and registering it as a delegate; at the moment these things need to be
configured outside of the AGILE gateway.
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7 Summary
The objective of WP4 is to provide the essential connectors for allowing AGILE users to extend
the capabilities of the gateway by managing data and deploying apps in existing cloud services.
We consider the cloud services divided into two groups:




IoT services are those who are specifically intended for IoT usage (e.g. Xively)
o An special case of these services are those associated to closed devices, which
directly push sensed data to cloud (e.g. Misfit)
General-purpose services are those services not intended for IoT usage, but have been
selected as useful for the AGILE Gateway. Here, we distinguish between Storage
services – for file storage and sensor data storage - and PaaS services – for deployment
of AGILE applications-.

We summarize below the required use cases, the outcomes of the work package and how they
have been integrated.

A first use case allows pushing sensor data in the AGILE Local Storage to a Cloud Storage
service (e.g. Dropbox). The Cloud Data Management UI, a part of the Data Management UI, is
in charge of this functionality. At the time of writing this deliverable, this functionality is not
available yet.

A second use case is the use of cloud services to send or retrieve information for AGILE
applications (i.e. workflows). The Developer UI is based on Node-RED, and therefore, we
support several Storage services and IoT services by implementing or reusing Node-RED nodes.
This list of supported Storage clouds is: Google Drive, Dropbox and SOLID servers. These nodes
support uploading files to the respective Storage service.
The list of supported IoT clouds is: FIWARE, Xively and ThingSpeak. These nodes support
pushing sensor data to the respective IoT service.
For more industrial oriented solutions, we provide support for AWS IoT, Azure IoT and Kapua
through AGILE Kura and Kura Wires. These are already supported from Kura running as part of
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the AGILE gateway, but not yet exposed to the same Node-RED based developer UI. Work is
underway to expose them through REST APIs and provide the necessary connector nodes.
The approach to IoT services related to closed devices is different. Since these services upload
directly sensor data to cloud, we must retrieve this data from the cloud in order to use it in
AGILE workflows. The supported services of this kind are from Health & Activity devices. The
support to these services is based on Shimmer, and we have implemented Node-RED nodes to
retrieve the information from the Shimmer component in the AGILE GW. The list of services
Shimmer currently support is: Fitbit, Google Fit, Jawbone UP, Misfit, RunKeeper, Withings and
iHealth.

AGILE supports the use of applications in the cloud by implementing a component that
abstracts the deployment of applications in general, and AGILE workflows in particular, on
PaaS providers. This way, AGILE applications running in the cloud can be moved to the cloud to
obtain cloud benefits, like availability and scalability. The PaaS Deployer supports
CloudFoundry, OpenShift v2 and Heroku, but the functionality of deploying a local workflow to
the cloud is still work in progress.
AGILE helps the user to choose a PaaS provider through the Cloud Recommender, a part of the
Recommender component that takes the current workflow and/or other user requirements
and shows the user a list of recommended providers.

The tasks T4.2 and T4.3 have not finished and there is a list of next steps until the end of the
tasks, the most relevant being as follows:







implementation of the Cloud Storage UI element and its gateway backend microservice;
integration of some outcomes of WP4 in the AGILE software stack, like the Cloud
Recommender and the PaaS Deployer;
moving a workflow to the cloud;
implementation of the OwnCloud Node-RED node;
support of OpenShift v3 on PaaS Deployer;
other optional aspects that improve the functionality of already implemented NodeRED nodes.
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Appendix 1: Kura cloud clients
The three cloud clients are based on the same Kura components:




the DataService
the MqttDataTransport
the CloudService.

The DataService provides the ability to connect to a remote broker, publish messages,
subscribe to topics, receive messages on the subscribed topics, and disconnect from the
remote message broker. The DataService delegates to the MqttDataTransport service the
implementation of the transport protocol that is used to interact with the remote server. The
DataService also adds the capability of storing published messages in a persistent store
function and sending them over the wire later. The purpose of this feature is to relieve service
users from implementing their own persistent store. Service users may publish messages
independently on the DataService connection status. In order to overcome the potential
latencies introduced by buffering messages, the DataService allows a priority level to be
assigned for each published message. Depending on the store configuration, there are certain
guarantees that stored messages are not lost due to sudden crashes or power outages.
The Kura web interface provides a specific form to configure this service (see Figure 44Error!
Reference source not found.).
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Figure 44: the DataService configuration

The DataService offers several methods and configuration options to manage the connection
to a remote server including the following parameters (all fields required):










connect.auto-on-startup: when set to true, the service tries to auto-connect to the
remote server on start-up and restore the connection every time the device is
disconnected.
connect.retry-interval: defines the frequency of auto-connect when connect.auto-onstartup is set.
disconnect.quiesce-timeout: allows the delivery of in-flight messages to be completed
before disconnecting from the broker when a disconnection from the broker is being
forced.
store.housekeeper-interval: defines the interval in seconds used to run the Data Store
housekeeper task.
store.purge-age: defines the age in seconds of completed messages (either published
with QoS = 0 or confirmed with QoS > 0) after which they are deleted (minimum 5).
store.capacity: defines the maximum number of messages persisted in the Data Store.
in-flight-messages parameters: defines the management of messages that have been
published and not yet confirmed, including: in-flight-messages.republish-on-newsession, in-flight-messages.max-number and in-flight-messages.congestion-timeout.
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The MqttDataTransport service provides the ability to connect to a remote broker, publish
messages, subscribe to topics, receive messages on the subscribed topics, and disconnect from
the remote message broker. The Kura web interface provides a specific page to configure this
service in the Cloud Services area (see Figure 45Error! Reference source not found.).

Figure 45: the MqqtDataTransport configuration

The MqttDataTransport service provides the following configuration parameters:






broker-url: defines the URL of the MQTT broker to connect to (required field).
topic.context.account-name: defines the name of the account to which the device
belongs.
username and password: define the username and password that have been assigned
to the device by the account administrator (required field).
client-id: defines the identifier of the MQTT client representing the device when
connecting to the MQTT broker. This identifier has to be unique within your account.
keep-alive: defines the "keep alive" interval measured in seconds. It specifies the
maximum amount of time that should pass without communication between the client
and the server. The client will ensure that at least one message travels across the
network within each keep alive period. In the absence of a data-related message
during this time period, the client will send a very small MQTT "ping" message that the
server will acknowledge. The keep alive interval enables the client to detect when the
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server is no longer available without having to wait for the long TCP/IP timeout
(required field).
timeout: sets the timeout used for all interactions with the MQTT broker (required
field.)
clean-session: controls the behavior of both the client and the server at the time of
connect and disconnect. When this parameter is set to true, the state information is
discarded at connect and disconnect When set to false, the state information is
maintained (required field).
lwt parameters: defines the MQTT "Last Will and Testament" (LWT) settings for the
client. In the event that the client unexpectedly loses its connection to the server, the
server publishes the LWT message (lwt.payload) to the LWT topic on behalf of the
client. This allows other clients (subscribed to the LWT topic) to become aware that
the client has disconnected. LWT parameters that may be configured include:
lwt.topic, lwt.payload, lwt.qos and lwt.retain.
in-flight.persistence: defines the storage type where in-flight messages are persisted
across reconnections. They may be stored in memory, or in a file on the disk (required
field).
protocol-version: defines the MQTT Protocol version to be used. This value may be 3.1
or 3.1.1 (April 2014).

Finally, the CloudService provides an easy-to-use API layer for the M2M application to
communicate with a remote cloud platform. It operates as a decorator for the DataService,
providing add-on features over the management of the transport layer. In addition to simple
publish/subscribe, the CloudService API simplifies the implementation of more complex
interaction flows like request/response or remote resource management. The CloudService
abstracts the developers from the complexity of the transport protocol and payload format
used in the communication. The CloudService allows a single connection to a remote server to
be shared across more than one application in the gateway providing the necessary topic
partitioning. Its functions include:




providing application topic prefixes to allow for a single remote server connection to
be shared across applications;
defining a payload data model and providing default encoding/decoding serializers;
publishing life-cycle messages when the device and applications start and stop.

The Kura web interface provides a specific page to configure this service in the Cloud Services
area (see Figure 46Error! Reference source not found.).
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Figure 46: the CloudService configuration

The CloudService provides the following configuration parameters:







device.display-name: defines the device display name given by the system (required
field).
device.custom-name: defines the custom device display name if the device.displayname parameter is set to "Custom".
encode.gzip: defines if the message payloads are sent compressed.
republish.mqtt.birth.cert.on.gps.lock: when set to true, forces a republish of the
MQTT Birth Certificate when a GPS correct position lock is received. The device is then
registered with its real coordinates (required field).
republish.mqtt.birth.cert.on.modem.detect: when set to true, forces a republish of
the MQTT Birth Certificate when the service receives a modem detection event
(required field).
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